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COMPANY DESCRIBTION & HISTORY 

Netflix company is one of the biggest movie producer and provider companies 

in the world. The company was established in 1997. At this time, they have 

provided DVD to customers with the help of mail. In 1998 they have created their 

own website, under the name as we know it nowadays: www.netflix.com. That 

time they were renting and selling DVD online. In 1999 they have increased their 

service list. Netflix saw the problem existing in other competitive companies and 

tried to find a solution for them. They have created a system where someone 

with subscription was able to reach unlimited DVDs and they have even 

cancelled the late fee for renting. Due to these new changes their customer base 

has significantly increased. Next year, in 2000 they have created a personal 

recommendation system. This system was the very base of the today worldwide 

famous recommendation system, which has brought the success for the 

company.  

By 2002 the Netflix company has success that much, that they could sell their 

first share on the stock market for 1 USD. It´s price today is 355.88 USD / share. 

In  



 

 

 

2003 they have decided to register a patent about their unique idea. Since they 

felt that it is working on the market, and did not want that the competition has 

stolen their own special idea. In 2005 they have created a new function, where 

people did not only receive a personalized offer, but they could even create they 

by themself, according to their taste and future interest. 5 years later, in 2010 

they made Netflix available even on mobile divide, with what it became 

accessible for more people, that’s to what they could increase their customer 

base. In 2015 they have launched their own first NETFLIX produces movie. This 

was an important and Signiant step in their history, since after this action they 

could create their own films, by which they earned more money and they did not 

have to buy new films from other producer companies. Also, they have collected 

that to the personalized lists enough information about their customers taste to 

create movies, which will bring them success and profit after its appearance. In 

2021 the Netflix company has more than 200 million memberships, they are 

available in more than 190 countries and they offer films and series in more than 

30 languages. Their main mission is to entertain the whole world, all the human 

beings, whatever their taste and wherever their location is situated. 

 

CULTURE OF THE COMPANY  

Netflix is a very open-minded company. They want their employees to use their 

own creativity and to be able to make decisions without the interruption of the 



higher positions. They have 11 300 lucky employees, since the main adjectives 

with what the company describes itself is joy, friendship, laugh and empathy.  

 

 
 

Netflix has 5 rules:  

• encourage independent decision-making by employees 

• share information openly, broadly, and deliberately 

• are extraordinarily candid with each other 

• keep only our highly effective people 

• avoid rules. 

 

COMPETITION 

The competition of Netflix on the market is very high. Since they are not only 

streaming movies and series, but they also create them their competitor base is 

wider and more dynamic. Since 2022 they are even providing video games to 

their clients. The reason why do they offer games is that, they want to target 

a new group on the market. Those people, who prefer games over movies. They 

do want to follow the latest trends and technologies, thanks to which they can 

provide the best service for their clients. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Chart 1: Netflix Beats Competition in Customer Satisfaction 

Source: https://www.statista.com/chart/7893/customer-satisfaction-video-

streaming-services/ 

 

Chart 1 represents the competition of Netflix in customer satisfaction level. Red 

color shows the satisfaction rate of Netflix. We can see that according to the 

opinion of the customers Netflix is the platform, which provides the highest 

satisfaction level to their customers in all the categories. Clients think that Netflix  



 

 

is the easiest to watch on TV, I tis followed by Hulu, HBO and then Amazon Prime. 

The second category was the easy to watch on all devices. The ranking was very 

similar to the previous category. According to the content quality and 

interestingness, again Netflix was winning, followed by HBO Now, Hulu and 

Amazon Prime. Finally, they have rated it according to its reliable. The results 

were the following: Netflix as the lead on the list, then Hulu, Amazon Prime and 

finally HBO Now. 

 

RISK & OPPORTUNITIES 

Company Netflix has to ha fights with various challenges daily. Since the 

technology development in the 21st century is extremely fast, the Netflix team 

has to be on the edge about following the latest trends and applicating them in 

practice. Moreover, we cannot even forget about the negative effects brought 

by the technological development, the cyber security. Cyber security is a fact, 

what cannot be forgotten in the case of Netflix neither. We all perfectly know, 

that Netflix is collecting a huge amount of various data about their customers, 

which can be dangers if it gets into bad hands, none of the less, they can get into 

significant and extremely uncomfortable trouble in case if the collected data gets 

stolen. Netflix always has to be ready and prepared for cyber-attacks by the 

hackers.  

Secondly, they cannot forget about international operations. Netflix is 

a company being available in more than 190 countries of the world. For being 

available and being successful, they need to follow various rules and laws. Also,  



 

 

we cannot forget about foreign policies influencing them and their activities on 

the market, which change rapidly. 

Human resources are a variable which can be an opportunity and a risk in the 

same time for Netflix. First of all, it can be opportunity for getting new unique 

and creatives ideas, new point of view. However, it can be dangerous in case of 

employee fluctuation. If their team members, employees are changing position 

they also take with themself away the specific knowledge of the company. 

Moreover, people make mistakes, which in some cases lead to profit loss. It is 

also an important risk to be mentioned in the point of view of the company, since 

in some cases these mistakes could be avoided.  

Finally, Netflix in their annual report (2021) mentioned stock ownership as a risky 

factor from the point of view of the company. They do not want that the stock 

owners got significant ownership right of the company, since it can lead to 

decision making loss.  

As opportunities, they mentioned providing and offering theatre plays on their 

platform, thanks to which they could reach a new target group and increasing 

their client base.  

Also, they could stream music as well. Providing a platform, which is 2-in-1 and 

clients do not have to pay for the services of two separate platforms.  

Moreover, tutorials, podcasts could be streamed by Netflix in the future. In the 

following years they would like to increase the language offer of their movies 

and series, since some cases the language barrier can be a fact, which is stopping 

people from subscribing for their services.  



 

 

 

 

Also, their mission is to make movies and filming available for everyone in the 

world without any limitations. For achieving this goal, they would like to increase 

their market all around the world.  

Also, the collection of movies and series has to be constantly actualized and 

updated, otherwise their customers will get bored from the movies offered by 

them.  

Finally, they would like to create partnerships and collaborations with other 

companies, due to which they could increase the quality and quantity of their 

services. 

 

STOCK  

The company of Netflix is registered on the stock market. They started to sell 

their stocks in 2002 for 1USD/stock. Actually in 2022 the price of 1 stock is 355.88 

USD.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Chart 2: Netflix – Stock market 

Source: Google 

 

According to forecast made by walletinvestor in 1 year 1 stock of Netflix will cost 

471.043 USD/stock and in 5 years the price reach even 781.718 USD/stock. It can 

be explained by their Stabil position on the entertainment market. They have 

created a special bond with people. They perfectly knew how a secret, they need 

to make their customers addicted and emotionally connected to their platform, 

so they will keep continue the subscription after the 1 free trial month as well.  



 

 

 

 

Also, the idea of the 1st trial month, is brilliant. Since it is a period perfectly 

enough for getting emotionally addicted to the platform.  

We tried to compare Netflix stocks with other streaming platforms on the stock 

market. However, they are all part of a bigger financial group. Finally, we have 

taught that Walt Disney is a a group which is the best option to compare Netflix 

with on stock market according to their group members and activities. While the 

price of one stock of Netflix on the stock market is 355.88 USD, while the price 

of one stock in Walt Disney Co. is 131.87 USD. What is important to mention that 

the 5 yearly growth rate of Netflix stock prices is 149.09%, and in the case of the 

Walt Disney Co. the growth rate is only 15.23%. We can see from the comparison 

that Netflix company is an extremely fast growing and developing streamer 

company on the market.  

 

Chart 3: Financial overview- Netflix 



Source: Annual report 

 

 

 

Chart 3 represents us the financial overview in Netflix in 2021. The revenue 

showed a Stabil rise during the year 2021.  

 

Chart 4: Financial Overview- Netflix 

Source: Annual Report 

 

On chart 4, we can see perfectly the revenue of Netflix according to some 

categories. Their revenue and even costs are increasing parallelly. 

 

INDICATORS 

We have studied and analyzed some indicators as well. P/E ratio (price to 

earning) in the case of Netflix was 33.34 USD, while for Disney almost the double,  



 

 

78.26 USD. The P/E ratio shows the rate, the connection between the price of 

the share and the earning per share what the share will bring. In the case of 

Disney, it’s the double, which means it means the double earning compared to 

the price as Netflix. 

If we check them according to the EV/EBITDA they are on the same level, Netflix 

28.2X and for Disney 27.07. Finally, we have checked Sales/EV ration, the both 

studied companies were on the same level, Netflix 5.7 and Disney 5.6.  

 

SUMMARY 

The company of Netflix is a leader on the entertainment marketing. We need to 

say that their popularity did not began after the millennial. Netflix was created 

even in 1997 when they worked with the lending and selling of DVD. They have 

always had a successful lifetime, since their main issue was to create a platform 

and services what gives their customers the best and the most customized 

services as possible.  

Their secret was in personalized services and in customization. Nowadays, in the 

21st century they are the most preferable entertainment platform by the people 

all around the world.  

If we need to answer the question if it is worth investing into Netflix or no, 

I would say YES and NO. Yes, because Netflix is a company of the stock market, 

which is growing extremely, so yes, we should invest into them. However, it is 

not the correct time, because it is not stabile because of the  



 

 

happenings in the world (political issues, war and financial crisis). The number of 

their subscribers in decreasing since from Engels law we know, that if the  

 

 

populations income is high they have more money to invest or spend for not 

necessary (luxury) things and services. However, now due to the rising prices and 

the inflation it is changing. Furthermore, Netflix has even increased their 

subscription prices in some countries. If the number of subscribers has 

a decreasing trend their profit will be lower, too. This fact leads to negative effect 

on their position on the stock market.  


